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accommodates the commandant in another compartment
of the trunk. The minister, like the two that preceded
him, seeks safety in the third compartment of the trunk
when the king knocks at the door. The lady's fascinating
talk diverts the king, but just as he feels that he is gaining
ground, the women of the town arrive beating their
breasts with lamentations at Dhanasundara's death. Fright-
ened, the king finds security in the fourth compartment
of the trunk.
News of Dhanasundara's death spreads in the town. As
Dhanasundar! is a childless widow, the authorities, accord-
ing to law, want to take possession of the merchant's
wealth. But the king, the minister, the general and the
priest are not to be found. Ultimately, the queen orders
the officers to take possession of the dead man's wealth.
When the officers arrive at her house, Dhanavati, all tears,
confesses her ignorance of the whereabouts of her
husband's wealth, but points to the trunk as, perhaps, the
only receptacle which may contain it. The officers find the
trunk very heavy, and, anticipating a rich addition to the
royal coffers, hastily carry it to the queen.
The queen, struck with the heaviness of the trunk, is
anxious to acquaint herself with the exact amount of wealth
it contains. Dismissing the servants, she opens the first
compartment Out walks the priest, and the queen, per-
plexed, asks him how he came to be there. The priest,
without offering any explanation, requests her to open the
second. The process is continued; the second, the third,
and the fourth compartments are opened; and the
general, the minister and the king all stand before the
queen, dumbfounded in self-confessed guilt.
XI
Another sadhu of considerable literary powers was
Samayasundara, who flourished between c. 1580 and 1642.
He was an indefatigable author, and composed about
twenty long works, besides a large number of small poems.
Vlany of his works are rasas in the orthodox style and deal
#ith tirthaiikaras and saints. He wrote Naladamayatifirnsa
(c. 1617), and SitarUmcupni (c. 1627). He used many

